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 ALBANIAN MINISTER OF STATE ERMONELA FELAJ IN CHICAGO
DIASPORA WILL VOTE SON FROM HOME

CHICAGO, 18.08.2015, 01:52 Time

USPA NEWS - Albanian television iliret , called by a name that symbolizes the ancient Albanians , as residents of the western part of
the Mediterranean all broadcasts various programs in support of the Albanian community in America and Canada .  

Albanian television iliret , called by a name that symbolizes the ancient Albanians , as residents of the western part of the
Mediterranean all broadcasts various programs in support of the Albanian community in America and Canada . Last cycle that is being
prepared in this online TV studio is a presentation of the characters of Albanian life wherever they live , and especially in Chicago .
First puntata brought a character from the birthplace and Minister of State Parliament of Albania specifically , Ms. Ermonela Felaj .
Come privately on vacation in Chicago , she accepted willingly confess that some political karrires before her mirror in tviliret . 

Care and investments under UNESCO correct observation has significantly increased the number of foreign tourists in 1001 Berat
window , as it is called in those areas . Ladies Felaj with an age of 35 years for graduates of Justice and the two legislatures elected by
the people for the parlament in beratii. area represents good works that the Albanian government in general has at this time that the
first to turn to the country Position Immediate tasks and already present in Albania such as legal reform is a key principle for all political
class and of course the opposition, which should be in cooperation with the government

Recent reforms by the ministry , such as cleaning out kriminuar elements has led to the first result in charges against these persons .
Aware that this work started will go until the end unless the international community are part of the political class cleaning , is our
primary goal , said new Minister . The Minister welcomed the invitation to the Albanian American community made “‹“‹the prime
minister Rama to be present at the celebrations of the Independence of Albania in November in Chicago . Open a consular office in
chicago with the help of the community in chicago was discussed as a project that is already on the way of solving the current ministry

This time the mirror showed good news for Albanians living in the diaspora as well as the revision of the electoral law for the elections ,
the involvement of the diaspora to vote in the place where live and work . Television staff was surprised by the simplicity and sincerity ii
minstres elegant in chicago . A good friend for the entire Diaspora .
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